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Abstract The ability to automatically detect fraudulent

escrow websites is important in order to alleviate online

auction fraud. Despite research on related topics, such as

web spam and spoof site detection, fake escrow website

categorization has received little attention. The authentic

appearance of fake escrow websites makes it difficult for

Internet users to differentiate legitimate sites from phonies;

making systems for detecting such websites an important

endeavor. In this study we evaluated the effectiveness of

various features and techniques for detecting fake escrow

websites. Our analysis included a rich set of fraud cues

extracted from web page text, image, and link information.

We also compared several machine learning algorithms,

including support vector machines, neural networks, deci-

sion trees, naı̈ve bayes, and principal component analysis.

Experiments were conducted to assess the proposed fraud

cues and techniques on a test bed encompassing nearly

90,000 web pages derived from 410 legitimate and fake

escrow websites. The combination of an extended feature

set and a support vector machines ensemble classifier

enabled accuracies over 90 and 96% for page and site level

classification, respectively, when differentiating fake pages

from real ones. Deeper analysis revealed that an extended

set of fraud cues is necessary due to the broad spectrum of

tactics employed by fraudsters. The study confirms the

feasibility of using automated methods for detecting fake

escrow websites. The results may also be useful for

informing existing online escrow fraud resources and

communities of practice about the plethora of fraud cues

pervasive in fake websites.
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1 Introduction

Electronic markets have seen unprecedented growth in

recent years. Online auctions are a major category of

electronic markets prone to Internet fraud stemming from

asymmetric information [1]. The lack of physical contact

and prior interaction makes such places susceptible to

opportunistic member behavior [2]. While reputation sys-

tems attempt to alleviate some of the problems with elec-

tronic markets, these systems suffer from two problems:

easy identity changes and reputation manipulation. Easy

identity changes refer to the fact that online traders can

create new identities, thereby refreshing their reputation

[3]. Reputation manipulation enables individuals to inflate

their own reputations, using multiple identities, or sabotage

competitors’ ranks [4]. Consequently, fraud and deception

are highly prevalent in electronic markets, particularly

online auctions, which account for 50% of internet fraud

[5]. Approximately 40% of buyers in online auctions have

reportedly had problems [6].

In light of the troubles associated with electronic mar-

ketplaces [7], many believe the solution is online escrow

services. Online escrow services (OES) are intended to

serve as trusted third parties protecting against Internet

fraud [1]. OES play an integral role in the development of
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‘‘institution-based trust’’ in online marketplaces [2].

Risk-averse online traders are especially likely to adopt

OES [8]. The increased use of OES has inevitably brought

about the rise of escrow fraud. Escrow fraud is a variant of

the popular ‘‘failure-to-ship’’ fraud; the seller creates a fake

OES service coupled with an associated website, and dis-

appears after collecting the buyer’s money [5]. Such forms

of internet fraud, involving fake escrow websites, are

becoming increasingly prevalent. Online databases such as

the Artists-Against-419 contain thousands of entries for

fraudulent websites [9], with hundreds added daily. These

fraudulent OES sites are often very professional looking

and difficult to identify as fake by unsuspecting online

traders [10, 11]. While there has been a recent effort to

develop tools to combat spoof sites such as those used in

phishing attacks [12], fake OES sites have received little

attention despite their pervasiveness. There is therefore a

need for automated categorization techniques capable of

identifying fraudulent escrow websites. Fraudulent escrow

site identification entails the use of cues from various

information types [13, 14] including website content (i.e.,

body text), website design (i.e., HTML tags), URLs and

anchor text, images, and website structure. The effective

representation of the necessary information types intro-

duces complexities which must be taken into consideration

when developing an adequate automated approach to fake

OES identification.

In this study, we evaluate the viability of automatic fake

escrow website detection in order to improve online trust

by thwarting web-based escrow service fraud. Our analysis

evaluates a rich set of features (i.e., ‘‘fraud cues’’) for

identifying fake escrow websites. These include stylistic

features extracted from body, HTML, and URL and anchor

text; image pixel features for identifying duplicate pictures,

banners, and icons across fake escrow websites; and web-

site structure and linkage based features. We also compare

several machine learning algorithms that have been suc-

cessfully applied to related document classification prob-

lems. Results from this research serve two important

purposes. Firstly, the study assesses the feasibility of

mechanisms for automated identification of fake websites

that can help reduce the negative impact of online auction

fraud stemming from fraudulent OES. Secondly, evaluating

different features and techniques for fake OES categori-

zation can provide insights into fraud patterns that can be

used to help educate Internet users that use such trusted

third party sites as a source of institution based trust.

2 Related work

According to Fraud.org [15], 15.6 million people (41% of

online auction participants in the U.S.) have encountered

Internet fraud [8]. The number of Internet complaints has

increased in recent years, with the majority pertaining to

online auctions [7]. Therefore, online trust instruments are

highly important. Online feedback mechanisms and escrow

services represent two vital sources for institution-based

trust in electronic markets [2]. However, online feedback

mechanisms such as reputation systems suffer from easy

identity changes and reputation manipulation. Easy identity

changes allow community members to build up a reputa-

tion, use it to deceive unsuspecting members, and start

over under a new identity [16]. Reputation manipulation

involves using additional (fake) identities to inflate ones

reputation or threatening to post negative feedback against

other traders [4, 16].

These problems have led to the increased popularity of

trusted third parties such as OES [1, 8]. The use of OES

involves a tradeoff between price premiums and enhanced

transaction security. Online traders use escrow services as

an insurance mechanism against Internet fraud. Therefore,

the perceived effectiveness of OES plays a critical role in

the amount of online trust [2]. Pavlou and Gefen [2] found

that the seeming effectiveness of OES had a significant

impact on buyers’ trust in the community of sellers. While

OES are intended to offer security against the lack of trader

identity trust, ironically they themselves fall prey to similar

concerns. It is often difficult for online traders to differ-

entiate legitimate escrow sites from fraudulent ones,

making them susceptible to escrow fraud; the unsuspecting

use of a fake escrow website posing as a legitimate one [5].

In addition to monetary losses, OES fraud has social and

psychological implications. Fraud in marketplaces results

in a psychological contract violation as perceived by the

defrauded trader [17]. Others refer to such infringements of

consumer trust as breaches of the social contract [18]. This

can result in a reluctance to engage in future online

transactions, impacting the sustainability of electronic

markets. Methods for reducing escrow fraud can mitigate

these negative outcomes. There is hence a need for tech-

niques capable of alleviating escrow fraud.

2.1 Escrow fraud

Many online resources have emerged in recent years for

combating OES fraud. Communities of practice describing

fraud victim experiences and best practices for online

trading provide an invaluable knowledge base for online

traders [5]. Online databases of known OES fraud sites

feature URLs for these sites along with commonly used

fraudulent website templates [9]. However, often the

entries in these databases occur at the expense of fraud

victims who report these sites after they have been scam-

med (i.e., these databases are reactive by nature). Fur-

thermore, many online buyers and sellers lack awareness
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about Internet fraud and are even less cognizant of

resources available to prevent it [8]. Figure 1 shows

examples of fake escrow websites. Their professional

appearance often makes it difficult for online buyers to

identify such fraudulent websites [11], resulting in a need

for methods capable of automatically identifying fake

escrow websites. Effective automatic identification tech-

niques could potentially be utilized in a pre-emptive

fashion to alleviate OES fraud. The development of an

automated approach requires considering the relevant fea-

tures and techniques capable of extracting and utilizing

fraud cues inherent in fake OES websites. These crucial

elements are discussed below.

2.2 Escrow web page fraud cues

We’re not aware of any prior research on automatic cate-

gorization of fraudulent escrow websites. However, there

has been work on a related emerging website categoriza-

tion problem: web spam categorization. Web Spam is the

‘‘injection of artificially created web pages into the web in

order to influence the results from search engines, to drive

traffic to certain pages for fun or profit,’’ [19]. There are

many commonalities between the features used for web

spam categorization and those likely necessary for fake

escrow website identification [20]. Analogous to fake

escrow websites, web spam typically uses automatic con-

tent generation techniques to mass produce fake web pages

[14]. Automated generation methods are employed due to

the quick turnover of such content, with hundreds of fake

escrow sites popping up monthly to replace ones already

identified by online traders [9, 11]. Such use of machine

generated pages results in many content similarities which

may be discernable using statistical analysis of website and

page level content [21]. Fake websites often duplicate

content from previous fraudulent sites, thereby looking

‘‘templatic’’ [21]. Figure 2 shows 70 examples of fake

escrow website templates. Hundreds of templates exist,

with new ones generated daily.

Various Internet fraud watch organizations and prior

web spam research have identified sets of features or fraud

cues which may be applicable to fake escrow websites [5,

13, 14, 21]. It is important to note that while anecdotal

evidence has been provided regarding various potential

fraud cues inherent in fake OES websites, no formal

evaluation has been conducted to assess the effectiveness

of these cues for identification of fraudulent escrow sites.

These include feature categories pertaining to the following

website segments:

• Website content (i.e., body text)

• Website design (i.e., HTML)

• URL and anchor text

• Images

• Website linkage and structure

Figure 3 illustrates how fraud cues inherent in these

website segments occur in fake OES sites. Relevant fea-

tures include repetition of stylistic patterns in the page

content (i.e., body text and URLs) and design (i.e., HTML)

as well as duplication of images and icons.

Fig. 1 Fake escrow web page examples
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Fig. 2 Examples of fake escrow website templates

Fig. 3 Examples of fraud cues in fake escrow web pages
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2.2.1 Body text style features

Fake OES sites occasionally contain misspellings and

grammatical mistakes [22]. Such idiosyncrasies have been

very informative in other stylistic categorization problems

[23]. Additional text content features and style markers

may also be useful. Ntoulas et al. [19] used various lexical

measures including words per page, words per title, aver-

age word length, and word n-gram frequencies for cate-

gorizing web spam.

2.2.2 HTML features

HTML/source elements such as font types, sizes and colors

have recently been used for stylometric categorization of

authors [24]. The use of features taken from HTML source

code, such as tag n-grams, is also useful for identifying

web page design style similarities [14]. For instance, the

websites shown in the third column in Fig. 2 have similar

design which could potentially be detected using HTML

source tag features.

2.2.3 URL and anchor text features

Certain text appearing in site URLs and anchor text can

represent powerful escrow fraud cues [25]. URLs with

dashes, digits, and more characters are often used by fake

websites [21]. All websites engaging in online transactions

should be secure (i.e., using ‘‘https); therefore fake OES

sites may have URLs with ‘‘http’’ instead of ‘‘https.’’ The

number of slashes ‘‘/’’ (page levels) is another potential

indicator since sites with deeper home pages are often

suspicious. Website URL suffixes (e.g., ‘‘.org’’ ‘‘.us’’

‘‘.biz’’) can provide fraud cues. For instance, escrow

websites ending with ‘‘.org’’ are likely to be phony since

this extension is typically used by non-profit organizations.

Ntoulas et al. [19] randomly sampled over 105 million

pages from the web and observed that 70% of ‘‘.biz’’ and

35% of ‘‘.us’’ pages selected were fake.

2.2.4 Image features

Difficulties in indexing make multimedia web-content

difficult to accurately collect and analyze. Consequently

many previous web mining and categorization studies have

ignored multimedia content altogether [26]. While the use

of image features may not reveal in depth patterns and

tendencies, even simplistic image feature representations

and categorization techniques can facilitate the identifica-

tion of duplicate images [12]. This could be useful, given

the pervasive nature of replicated photos, banners, and

icons in escrow fraud sites, as depicted in the first and

second columns of Fig. 3.

2.2.5 Linkage features

Link information, coupled with text content, can dramati-

cally improve web page categorization. In/back links and

out links have been used effectively for categorizing web

pages based on similar topics [26]. The context graphs

method derives back links for each URL and uses these to

construct a multilayer graph that provides a structural

signature for different website types [27].

Most previous studies on web spam categorization have

only adopted one or two of the aforementioned feature

groups [19]. One important difference between fake escrow

sites and web spam is that web spam is intended to deceive

search engines [20] while fake escrow websites are

designed to deceive online traders. In addition to site

content (i.e., body text and URLs), fake OES sites must

consider site design elements (e.g., HTML and images/

banners) in order to aesthetically appeal to online buyers

[11]. It is therefore unclear whether a single feature cate-

gory (e.g., URL tokens) will be sufficient for automatically

identifying fake escrow sites. The alternative is to incor-

porate multiple feature categories, however the use of rich

feature sets comprised of text, link, and image features

introduces representational complexities for the potential

classification techniques employed.

2.3 Escrow web page categorization techniques

Identification of fake escrow sites entails consideration of

the various textual style and image elements described in

the previous section. Several machine learning techniques

have been used considerably for text and image categori-

zation, including style classification. Methods such as

support vector machines (SVM), neural networks, decision

trees, and principal component analysis (PCA) have all

been shown to be useful in related classification tasks [28,

29]. SVM is a popular classification technique that has

been applied to topical categorization of web pages [30].

Grounded in Statistical Learning Theory [31], SVM’s

ability to learn from noisy data and its propensity to avoid

over fitting make it highly suitable for web mining appli-

cations. SVM’s effectiveness for categorization of style

makes it particularly suitable for fake OES detection [32,

33].

Principal component analysis (PCA) is another tech-

nique that has been used frequently for text and image

processing. PCA’s use of dimensionality reduction allows

it to uncover important variation tendencies which are

effective for text style and image categorization [28,

34–36]. Other relevant classification algorithms include the

C4.5 decision tree [34, 37] and Winnow [38]. C4.5 uses the

information gain heuristic to select attributes which pro-

vide the highest entropy reduction on the training data [39].
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These features are used to build a decision tree model.

Winnow is a variant of the multilayer perceptron neural

network, that uses a weight update mechanism capable of

handling large quantities of irrelevant or noisy attributes

[38]. It has worked well for various text classification

problems [40].

Based on Bayes Theorem [41], Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) is a

fairly simple probabilistic classification algorithm that uses

strong independence assumptions regarding various fea-

tures [42]. It assumes that the presence of any feature is

entirely independent of the presence of any other feature(s),

allowing it to build classification models in an efficient

manner. However, this efficiency often arises at the

expense of classification performance.

SVM has outperformed other machine learning tech-

niques, including decision trees and neural networks, in

head-to-head comparisons on topic and style classification

of online texts [29, 34]. It is therefore likely to perform

well for fake escrow website detection as well. Neverthe-

less, it is difficult to surmise which classification algorithm

would be best suited for identifying fake OES sites without

performing a detailed comparison of the various methods.

2.4 Meta-learning strategies for escrow web page

and website categorization

Based on the discussion presented in Sect. 2.2, it is likely

that fake OES website detection requires the use of a rich

heterogeneous set of fraud cues. A website contains many

pages, and a page can contain many images, along with

HTML, body text, URLs and anchor text, and site struc-

ture. The heterogeneous nature of fraud cues, as well as the

many web pages encompassing a single website, presents

an ideal opportunity for employing meta-learning strategies

such as ensemble classifiers and stacking.

2.4.1 Ensemble classifiers for page level classification

The use of multiple classifiers (called an ‘‘ensemble’’) can

allow complex information to be decomposed across a

series of classifiers [43]. Ensemble classifiers are multiple

classifiers built using different techniques, training instan-

ces, or feature subsets [43]. Feature ensembles can be used

to build multiple classifiers with each classifier using a

different feature category. Such a feature subset classifier

approach has been effective for analysis of style and pat-

terns. Stamatatos and Widmer [33] used an SVM ensemble

for music performer recognition. They used multiple SVM

classifiers each trained using different feature subsets with

each classifier acting as an ‘‘expert’’ on its subset of fea-

tures. Cherkauer [44] used a neural network ensemble for

imagery analysis since the image recognition feature set

was comprised of attributes with different properties (e.g.,

image pixel colors, object edge values, etc.). The imagery

analysis ensemble involved the use of 32 neural networks

trained on 8 different feature subsets.

Figure 4 shows an illustration of the feature based

ensemble applied to an example escrow feature matrix.

Each feature category uses a separate classifier, which

allows handling of image features. The ensemble shown in

Fig. 4 contains five classifiers for body text, HTML, URL,

link, and image features, respectively. Feature classifier

ensembles have their strengths and weaknesses. They allow

each classifier to become an ‘‘expert’’ on subset of features

Fig. 4 Example classifier

ensemble for web page feature

matrix
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[33]. However, feature set segmentation results in the

loss of potentially informative feature interactions. For

instance, information garnered by combining linkage and

body text information would be lost using a feature

ensemble. Hence, while ensemble classifiers may facilitate

the combination of rich sets of heterogeneous fraud cues, it

is unclear whether they can improve OES website classi-

fication performance over individual classifiers.

2.4.2 Stacked classifiers for site level classification

Prior research on website categorization has generally

focused on page level classification. For instance, focused

crawlers attempt to accurately categorize web pages based

on their topical relevance, where relevant pages are col-

lected [27]. Similarly, research on web spam categorization

has also emphasized page level classification [13, 14, 19,

20, 45]. This is because these two research areas are related

to the construction of improved search engines, which tend

to operate at the web page level. In contrast, the end

objective of fake OES detection is to classify websites as

legitimate or fraudulent. Prior research has shown that

treating an entire website as a single feature vector results

in poor classification performance [46]. One effective

approach has been to treat each website as a set of page

feature vectors [47]. Hence, the site level classification task

can incorporate information from underlying page level

classifiers [48]. Using this approach, a simplistic site level

classifier could simply aggregate the page level feature

vectors’ classification results and classify a website as real

or fake if the percentage of its underlying real/fake page

classifications are above a certain threshold. Alternately,

site level OES categorization could employ a stack, where

the underlying page level classification results are used as

input features into the top level classifier. Such a meta-

learning approach is called stacking. It can be more

effective than simple scoring/voting approaches since

learning can occur within the top level classifier as well

[49].

2.5 Site level classification parameters

Site level classification involves consideration of factors

stemming from the quantity of web pages, and structure of

these pages, within a website. Prior research has found that

‘‘website pruning,’’ i.e., selecting a subset of its pages, is

essential to allow classification to occur in a computa-

tionally efficient manner [46, 47]. Pruning requires two

parameters: the number of web pages to utilize, and the

website region from which these pages should be sampled

[47]. These parameters have important implications for

fake OES website detection. Figure 5 presents a sample of

web pages taken from two websites: a legitimate (left) and

fake (right) OES. For each website, six pages from dif-

ferent levels are depicted, along with a description of each

page. The legitimate website has hundreds of web pages,

spanning 4-5 levels (a few level 0-2 pages are shown in

Fig. 5). In contrast, the fake OES only has a dozen pages

spanning two levels (many of which are shown in Fig. 5); it

does not have any of the ‘‘deeper’’ pages such as frequently

asked questions and membership information pages.

Selecting a few top level web pages per website may not

effectively capture this important distinction. Similarly, the

quantity of web pages employed per website requires bal-

ancing the tradeoffs between accuracy and computation

time. For instance, in other website classification tasks,

using the top 100–120 pages per site has been shown to be

sufficient to accurately represent a website’s content [47].

3 Research design

In this section we outline key research gaps as well as our

research questions based on those gaps. We then describe

Fig. 5 Example showing two websites’ web pages from different levels
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the features and techniques used for identifying fake OES

websites.

3.1 Research gaps and questions

While there has been considerable work on detecting web

spam to improve search engine performance, research on

automated detection of fraudulent websites remains

scarce. There is a need for resources that can facilitate

identification of fake websites given the difficulties people

have in determining whether a particular site is legitimate

[10]. However, given the lack of prior work, it is unclear

what features (i.e., fraud cues) and techniques will be

effective for automatic fake OES identification. Further-

more, fake website detection can be performed at the

page or site level. Page level focuses on categorizing

individual web pages, while site level is concerned with

categorizing entire websites. While site level classification

is likely more accurate (since there are more web pages

available for evaluation), page level classification is faster

(since less content needs to be evaluated). Although the

objective is always site level classification, websites are

browsed one page at a time. Hence, effective page level

accuracy could expedite the discovery of fake websites

over site level classification. Therefore, the interplay

between page and site level classification has important

implications for fake website detection toolbars, which

must balance accuracy with computational efficiency,

while presenting end users with one page at a time. In

order to attend to these research gaps, we seek to address

the following research questions:

RQ1. Which feature categories are best at differentiating

fake escrow web pages from real ones?

• (Body text/HTML/URLs/Images/Linkage/All)

RQ2. Which technique is better suited at differentiating

fake escrow web pages from real ones?

• (SVM/Winnow/C4.5/NB/PCA classifiers)

RQ3. Can the use of feature ensemble classifiers improve

page level performance over individual classifiers?

RQ4. Which techniques are capable of providing the best

site level classification performance?

• (Page scores/Stacking)

RQ5. What impact will the number of pages per website

and sampling regions have on site level classifica-

tion performance (in terms of accuracy and com-

putation time)?

3.2 Comparison fraud cues for fake OES website

detection

The feature set utilized is comprised of fraud cues from the

five categories described in the literature review: body text,

HTML, URL, image, and linkage. These are summarized

in Table 1. Body text features used include lexical mea-

sures incorporated in previous web spam studies [19] and

style markers described in prior style categorization

research [24, 28, 29, 32]. HTML tag n-grams were used for

Table 1 Fake OES website identification feature set

Feature group Category Quantity Description/Examples

Body text Letter N-grams \18,278 Count of letters (e.g., a, at, ath)

Digit N-grams \1,110 Count of digits (e.g., 1, 12, 123)

Word length dist. 20 Frequency distribution of 1–20 letter words

Special characters 21 Ocurrences f special char. (e.g., @#$%^)

Function words 300 Frequency of function words (e.g., of, for, to)

Punctuation 8 Occurrence of punctuation marks (e.g., !;:,.?)

POS tag N-grams Varies Part-of-speech tags (e.g., NNP, NNP JJ)

Bag-of-word N-grams Varies e.g., ‘‘trusted’’, ‘‘third party’’, ‘‘trusted third’’

Misspelled words \5,513 e.g., ‘‘beleive’’, ‘‘thougth’’

HTML HTML tag N-grams Varies e.g., \HTML[ , \HTML[\BODY[
URL Character N-grams Varies e.g., a, at, ath,/, _, :

Token N-grams Varies e.g. ‘‘spedition’’, ‘‘escrow’’, ‘‘trust’’, ‘‘online’’

Image Pixel colors 10,000 Frequency bins for pixel color ranges

Image structure 40 Image extensions, heights, widths, file sizes

Link/structure Site and page linkage 10 Site and page level relative/absolute in/out links

Page structure 31 Page level, in/out link levels distribution
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representing page design style [14]. URL features included

character and token level n-grams [19]. The image features

comprised of frequencies for pixel colors [50]. Link and

structure features included page and site level relative and

absolute in/out links for each web page [45] along with the

page level frequency distribution for all in/out link pages.

Site level in-links were derived from the Google search

engine, as done in prior research [27]. All n-gram features

require feature selection, commonly using the information

gain heuristic to govern selection [23]. Therefore, the

quantities for these features are unknown apriori.

3.3 Comparison classification techniques for fake OES

website detection

We incorporated the SVM, PCA, NB, C4.5 decision tree,

and Winnow algorithms described in Sect. 2.3. These five

algorithms were adopted since they have been used heavily

for text, style, and image categorization [28, 29, 40], all of

which are relevant to fake OES website identification.

4 Experimental design

We conducted experiments to evaluate the proposed

extended feature set, page level classification techniques,

feature-based ensemble, and site level classification meth-

ods. This section includes a description of the experimental

design, including the website test bed, experimental setup,

and evaluation metrics.

4.1 Test bed

We collected 350 fake OES and 60 real escrow websites over

a 3 month period between 12/2006–2/2007. The test bed was

skewed because the number of fake OES sites significantly

exceeds the number of legitimate ones. The fake OES

website URLs were taken from two online databases that

post the HTTP addresses for verified fraudulent escrow sites:

Escrow Fraud Prevention (http://escrow-fraud.com) and The

Artists Against 4-1-9 (http://wiki.aa419.org). These sites

allow defrauded traders to post URLs for fake escrow sites.

The site owners require all complaints to be accompanied

with evidence that fraud occurred. Evidence includes pay-

ment receipts to the escrow site, transcripts of email

exchanges, copies of reports filed with the appropriate

authorities, etc. Such verification is important to ensure that

the sites added to the databases are indeed fraudulent.

Since fake OES sites are often shut down or abandoned

after they have been used, these sites typically have a short

life span (often less than a few days). In order to effectively

collect these websites, we developed a web spider program

that monitored the online databases and collected newly

posted URLs daily. This was done in order to retrieve the

content from these fake OES sites before they disappeared.

The spider collected all files, including static and dynamic

indexable files and images/icons/buttons. Table 2 below

shows the summary statistics for our test bed.

4.2 Experimental setup

We ran 50 bootstrap instances for each experiment con-

dition, in which 100 OES websites (30 real and 70 fake)

were randomly selected for training, while another 100

OES websites (30 real and 70 fake) were used for testing,

in each bootstrap instance. All web pages from these 200

sites were used for training and testing, respectively. The

websites (or any of their web pages) appearing in the

training set for a particular run did not appear in the test set

for that bootstrap run. Such a 30–70 split between real and

fake websites was used since it resulted in an approxi-

mately proportionate number of real and fake web pages,

ensuring a more balanced training and testing set for the

classifiers. On average, there were approximately 10,000

pages (5,000 real and 5,000 fake) in the training and

testing sets each, per bootstrap run. We used the following

performance metrics and receiver operating characteristic

curves, each of which has been utilized in prior research

[14, 19, 45]:

Accuracy ¼ Number of correctly classified instances

Total number of instances

Class level recall ¼ Number of correctly classified class instances

Total number of instances in class

Class level precision ¼ Number of correctly classified class instances

Total number of instances classified as belonging to class

Class level F-measure ¼ 2� Precision� Recall

Precision þ Recall
:
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5 Evaluation: page level classification

We initially conducted page level classification experi-

ments to assess the effectiveness of various feature sets and

classification techniques. These experiments are discussed

below.

5.1 Experiment 1: comparison of features

and techniques for page level classification

The experimental design included six feature sets (body

text, HTML, URL, image, link, and all) and five techniques

(SVM, Winnow, C4.5, NB, and PCA). This resulted in 30

total experimental conditions. SVM was run using a linear

kernel. PCA was run using the Kaiser-Guttman stopping

rule which selects all eigenvectors with an eigenvalue

greater than one [51]. The training and testing instances

were projected to an n-dimensional space (where n is the

number of selected eigenvectors). Each test instance was

assigned to the class with the lower average distance

between its training points and the test point (across the

n-dimensions). Such an approach has worked well in prior

text categorization and analysis studies [28].

Consistent with previous research, information gain was

used to select all n-gram quantities [23]. Information gain

was performed on the 100 training websites’ pages for each

of the 50 bootstrap runs. The average number of features

used for each category is shown below in Table 3, along

with a few examples of the key features for each category.

The image and link feature sets were static since they did

not include attributes such as n-grams. The ‘‘All’’ features

used the total features for the five categories. Since indi-

vidual classifiers are not capable of incorporating multiple

images per web page into the feature matrix, a single

feature vector comprised of the average image features

(across all images in that web page) was used in the ‘‘All’’

feature set, for each web page row in the feature matrix.

Table 4 shows the page level classification experimental

results for the various feature and technique combinations.

Consistent with prior website categorization research, the

Table 2 Escrow website test bed

Category Number of sites Number of pages Number of images Average pages per site Average images per site

Real OES sites 60 19,812 6,653 330.20 110.88

Fake OES sites 350 69,684 29,764 199.10 85.04

Total 410 89,496 36,417 218.28 88.82

Table 3 Average number of features per bootstrap run and examples of key features

Feature category # of Features Example features Description

Body text 10,086 Word bigram ‘‘FREE HOSTING’’ Fake OES are often hosted on websites that provide free hosting

Word trigram ‘‘POWERED BY

PHPBB’’

Fake OES often use open source software packages to generate

content

Word bigram ‘‘Member FDIC’’ Legitimate websites usually contain information about their

memberships with various government organizations, such as

the FDIC, BBB, etc.

Word unigram ‘‘español’’ Many legitimate websites have multiple versions of their site in

different languages

HTML 2,465 Links to Careers/Jobs web page Legitimate websites are more likely to place job postings on their

website

Image Preloading This Javascript code, which is used to preload images to decrease

page loading times, rarely appears in fake websites

URL 2,469 URL token ‘‘HTTPS’’ Fake websites rarely use the secure sockets layer protocol

Image 10,040 Recurrence of certain images Fake OES tend to reuse images of consumers, employees, and

company assets

Link 41 Number of inlinks Legitimate websites tend to have more websites point at them.

Exceptions are some fake websites that utilize link farms

Number of outlinks Fake OES attempting to spoof legitimate escrow websites are

generally partial replicas with only a handful of surface level

pages. As a result, they tend to contain fewer web pages (and

less linkage)

Total (All

features)

25,101
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body text, HTML, and URL features all performed well

with accuracies near 80%. Although image features only

had up to 70% accuracy, this is also quite promising. Our

image feature set was fairly simplistic, only capable of

matching duplicate or fairly identical images. The image

performance suggests that image duplication is pervasive

in fake OES sites. Link features were not as effective as we

had anticipated. Further analysis revealed that many

smaller legitimate OES sites have link patterns similar to

those of fake OES websites (i.e., less external in-links).

The use of all features (‘‘All’’) outperformed individual

feature categories, typically improving accuracy by at least

3–5%. This supports the notion that fraud cues in fake OES

sites occur across feature types.

With respect to classification algorithms, SVM had the

best performance, outperforming comparison algorithms on

most feature sets. The best results were obtained using SVM

in combination with all features, resulting in approximately

90% accuracy. However, Winnow had slightly better per-

formance than SVM when using URL features. Winnow and

C4.5 were competitive on many other feature sets as well.

PCA and NB performed rather poorly, generally attaining

10–20% lower accuracy values than the other three methods.

Figure 6 shows the receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) plots, showing the true positive and false positive

rates for different techniques. Here, true positives refer to

correctly classified legitimate web pages. Each point sig-

nifies a particular feature/technique combination. Values

closer to the top left corner signify better results, since they

denote high true positive rates and low false positive rates.

Looking at the figure, we can see that SVM, Winnow, and

C4.5 had the best performance. Overall, the results suggest

that SVM provides the most desirable combination of true

and false positives.

Figure 7 shows the page level precision and recall for

various classification methods on real and fake OES web-

sites, across feature sets. Looking at the results on real OES

websites, we can see that the SVM’s recall performance

was similar to that of C4.5 (illustrated in 7a). Its precision

on the fake OES sites was also comparable to other tech-

niques. Hence, SVM did not do much better than C4.5 for

classifying real OES websites, with best overall results of

approximately 90% attained when using all features.

However, SVM outperformed all four comparison algo-

rithms on all feature sets except images, on the fake OES

websites in terms of recall (Fig. 7b). When using all fea-

tures, SVM was able to detect nearly 90% of fake OES

pages. This was marginally better than Winnow and nearly

10–20% better than results attained using other comparison

methods, including C4.5. Hence, SVM provided the best

balance for real and fake OES categorization. While

algorithms such as C4.5 and Winnow were competitive on

one or the other, SVM had the least overall misclassifica-

tions (sum of false positives and false negatives).

5.1.1 Analysis of feature performance (RQ1)

Pair wise t-tests were run on the 50 bootstrap instances to see

which feature set had the best performance (Table 5). The

tests were run on classification accuracy and class level F-

measures. During the comparison, classification techniques

were controlled. Given the large number of test conditions, a

Bonferroni correction was performed in order to avoid spu-

rious positive results. Only individual p-values less than

0.0033 were considered significant at alpha = 0.05. The use

of all features significantly outperformed all five individual

feature sets in terms of classification accuracy, and class

level F-measures. The body text, HTML, URL, and link

feature sets each significantly outperformed the image fea-

ture set. Interestingly, these four feature sets all provided

comparable performance, with none of them significantly

outperforming the other (with the exception of body text’s

F-measure on fake OES). This suggests that these individual

feature sets provide important complementary discrimina-

tory potential which can be exploited by incorporating them

in unison. Therefore, the results lend validity to the notion

that using a large set of rich heterogeneous fraud cues can be

highly beneficial for automated fake website detection.

Table 4 Overall page-level classification accuracy (%) across 50

bootstrap runs

Technique Feature set

Body text HTML URL Image Link All

PCA 52.36 50.94 49.04 62.34 65.56 66.04

NB 60.34 61.04 62.18 51.04 70.46 71.22

C4.5 75.60 75.56 75.64 69.98 71.90 77.90

Winnow 76.78 78.88 82.16 60.12 72.44 85.28

SVM 79.98 84.74 81.84 70.38 73.44 88.38

Bold values indicate techniques that attained the best results on that

feature set

Fig. 6 Receiver operating characteristic plots for different techniques
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We present two examples to illustrate why the extended

feature set was able to garner improved performance. Fig-

ure 8 shows an example of a fake escrow website called

ShipNanu (www.shipnanu.addr.com). The fraudulent web-

site could not be categorized correctly using link features.

This was because it had over 400 site level in-links (derived

from Google) and numerous out-links. Furthermore, Ship-

Nanu also had a large site map, with numerous inter-con-

nected pages and images. Hence, the website’s inter-link

and intra-link features resembled those of legitimate escrow

websites. However, the site shared content patterns with

other fake OES sites, including similarities in body text

(BT), image (IM), HTML (HS), and URL and anchor text

(UA) attributes. Thus, while link features couldn’t catego-

rize this site, content features were able to.

Figure 9 shows the legitimate website Escrow.com

along with two fake replicas. Since the replicas copied web

pages directly from the original Escrow.com, text and

Fig. 7 a Page Level precision and recall on real OES websites for various features/techniques. b Page level precision and recall on fake OES

websites for various features/techniques

Table 5 P-values for pair wise

t-tests for Features (n = 250)

* Result significant at

alpha = 0.05

Techniques Body text HTML URL Image Link

Accuracy

All \0.00001* \0.00001* 0.00018* \0.00001* \0.00001*

Body text 0.18387 0.03269 0.00091* 0.47824

HTML 0.33842 0.00063* 0.34855

URL 0.00034* 0.25757

Image 0.00055*

F-measure real OES

All \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

Body text 0.01221 0.08578 \0.00001* 0.07584

HTML 0.24371 \0.00001* 0.03096

URL 0.00021* 0.06921

Image 0.00104*

F-measure fake OES

All \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

Body text \0.00001* \0.00001* 0.00401 0.02097

HTML 0.07747 0.00067* 0.16256

URL 0.00060* 0.25763

Image \0.00001*
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image content features were unable to identify web pages

from the replicas as fake. However the replicas differed

from the original in terms of link features (which allowed

them to be detected as fraudulent). Replica #1 was a full

replica with a similar site map but had only 3 site level

in-links, a low number for legitimate sites. Replica #2 had

higher in-links but was a partial copy devoid of a large

portion of the original’s FAQ section, resulting in a less

dense site map. The two examples presented in Figs. 8 and

9 exemplify how a rich holistic feature set incorporating a

wide array of content and linkage based fraud cues can

enhance the detection of fake OES websites.

5.1.2 Analysis of classification techniques (RQ2)

Pair wise t-tests were conducted on the 50 bootstrap runs to

see which classification algorithm had the best perfor-

mance (Table 6). During the comparison, feature sets

were controlled. After applying the Bonferroni correction,

p-values less than 0.005 were considered significant at

alpha = 0.05. SVM significantly outperformed the four

comparison classification algorithms. C4.5 and Winnow

also performed well, with both outperforming PCA and

NB. Although Winnow outperformed C4.5, the difference

was not statistically significant. Overall, the results provide

strong evidence that SVM is better suited for fake OES

website classification than the comparison algorithms. This

is consistent with related text and style classification

research, where SVM has also performed well against other

learning algorithms [29].

5.2 Experiment 2: comparing individual classifiers

against a feature ensemble

We compared the individual classifiers’ against feature

ensemble classifiers. All techniques were run using the

entire (i.e., ‘‘All’’) feature set. The ensemble classifiers

encompassed 5 individual classifiers, each trained on one

Fig. 8 Fake escrow website detected using content features but not linkage attributes
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of the individual feature categories (e.g., body text, HTML,

URL, Image, and Link). For each of the 50 bootstrap runs,

the ensemble and individual classifiers were trained on the

same 100 training websites. Table 7 shows the experi-

mental results for each of the 5 individual and ensemble

classifiers, respectively. The table shows the overall accu-

racy and class level F-measure, precision, and recall. The

ensemble classifiers outperformed their individual classifier

counterparts. Generally, the performance gain was consis-

tently 1–2%. The exception was the Winnow classifier,

where the performance gain was smaller.

5.2.1 Analysis of individual classifiers and ensemble

(RQ3)

Pair wise t-tests were conducted on the 50 bootstrap runs to

see whether the feature ensembles provided enhanced

classification performance over the individual classifiers.

P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant. The

t-test results are presented in Table 8. The ensemble clas-

sifiers significantly outperformed their individual classifier

counterparts in most instances. The feature ensembles had

the added benefit of being able to consider each web page

image’s feature vector in its entirety. As previously stated,

the individual classifiers were not capable of doing so.

Instead, they could only consider the average of the

aggregated image feature vectors for a particular web page.

This allowed the ensembles to better preserve important

image related information, thereby improving their dis-

criminatory capabilities.

6 Evaluation: site level classification

Site level classification was performed on the 100 testing

websites selected for each of the 50 bootstrap runs used in

Fig. 9 Escrow website replicas detected using linkage features but not content attributes
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the page level classification experiments. In addition to

comparing different site level classification methods, we

were also interested in assessing the impact of two

important site level parameters: the maximum number of

web pages used per test website (referred to as p), and the

website region from which these p web pages were selec-

ted. As previously alluded to, these two parameters could

have important implications for fake website classification

performance, both in terms of accuracy/detection rates and

computation times.

Five different values were used for p: 10, 25, 50, 100,

and all pages. If a website had less than n pages in it, all

pages from that website were used. Three different website

regions were incorporated: top (select the first p pages),

middle (select the middle p pages), and bottom (select the

last p pages). Website regions were based on the web

pages’ directory structure (as described in section 2),

where pages in deeper folders (i.e., ones with a greater

number of slashes ‘‘/’’ in the URL) were considered to

occur later than pages with fewer slashes ‘‘/’’. It is

important to note that when using all pages, the region

parameter became irrelevant (i.e., all-top, all-middle, and

all-bottom would yield the same results).

6.1 Experiment 3: comparison of stack and page scores

methods

We compared the stack and page scores methods’ perfor-

mances for site level classification. Both methods used the

SVM ensemble classifier’s page-level classification results

(using all features) as input. This particular page level

classifier was used since it attained the best performance in

experiment 2, with 89.60% classification accuracy. The

page scores method categorizes a website as real or fake by

comparing the percentage of its pages classified as fake

against a pre-defined score threshold t. In other words, if

t = 0.4, a website would be considered fake if more than

40% of its pages were classified as fake by the underlying

SVM ensemble classifier. In order to identify an ideal

threshold, we ran the page scores method for values of t

ranging between 0.1 and 0.5, in increments of 0.05. For

each t, we also ran the 5 different values of p for all three

Table 6 P-values for pair wise t-tests for techniques (n = 300)

Techniques Winnow C4.5 NB PCA

Accuracy

SVM 0.00047* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

Winnow 0.02218 \0.00001* \0.00001*

C4.5 \0.00001* \0.00001*

NB 0.00236*

F-measure real OES

SVM \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

Winnow 0.04920 \0.00001* \0.00001*

C4.5 \0.00001* \0.00001*

NB 0.00619

F-measure fake OES

SVM \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

Winnow 0.11460 \0.00001* \0.00001*

C4.5 \0.00001* \0.00001*

NB 0.00252

* Result significant at alpha = 0.05

Table 7 Performance results for individual and feature ensemble classifiers across 50 bootstrap runs

Technique All websites Real OES sites Fake OES sites

Accuracy F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall

PCA individual 66.04 55.21 45.68 69.77 72.65 83.26 64.44

NB individual 71.22 60.46 51.43 73.33 77.38 86.02 70.31

C4.5 individual 77.90 72.25 57.96 95.90 81.64 97.56 70.19

Winnow individual 85.28 77.98 70.73 86.90 88.94 93.78 84.59

SVM individual 88.38 82.79 74.55 93.07 91.24 96.67 86.39

PCA ensemble 68.42 57.96 48.25 72.57 74.71 85.00 66.64

NB ensemble 71.98 61.34 52.33 74.10 78.03 86.49 71.07

C4.5 ensemble 78.96 73.37 59.14 96.60 82.61 98.00 71.40

Winnow ensemble 85.32 78.06 70.80 86.97 88.98 93.81 84.63

SVM ensemble 89.60 84.39 76.76 93.70 92.20 97.02 87.84

Bold values indicate techniques that attained the best results for that particular metric

Table 8 P-values for pair wise t-tests on number of pages per

website (n = 300)

Comparison Accuracy F-measure

real OES

F-measure

fake OES

Individual vs. Ensemble \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

* Result significant at alpha = 0.05
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website regions. The overall accuracy values using the

page scores method are displayed in Fig. 10. Across vari-

ous values of p, and for different sampling regions, the best

results were attained when using a score threshold of 0.2.

Interestingly, performance was improved when considering

web pages from deeper within the websites. The best

results were attained when using bottom pages, followed

by middle and top. With respect to the maximum number

of pages per website, using all pages tended to provide the

best performance when compared against other values of p

on the top and middle regions. However, the use of all

pages was outperformed by p = 10, p = 25, and p = 50.

Collectively, these results suggest that when using the page

scores method, the bottom 10-50 pages in a website are the

most effective indicators of whether a site is legitimate or

fake. This is because these pages tended to be more

accurately classified by the SVM ensemble classifier.

Having identified a suitable threshold for the page scores

method, we compared its results against the stack classifier.

The stack comprised of a top-level SVM classifier (with a

linear kernel) that used the underlying SVM ensemble’s

page level classifications as input features. The top-level

SVM used two features for each website, the number of

pages and the percentage classified as fake (by the under-

lying SVM ensemble). For each of the 50 bootstrap runs, the

top-level SVM was trained on the same 100 training web-

sites used in the page level classification experiments

(Experiments 1 and 2). Figure 11 shows the overall classi-

fication results for the stack, compared against the page

scores method (with t = 0.2). The figure shows the overall

accuracies (as a percentage) and computation times (in

seconds per test website) for various values of n and different

regions. The stack outperformed the page scores method by

a wide margin across different website sampling regions for

most values of p. For the stack, the best results were attained

when using a maximum of 50 or 100 pages per website. As

with the page scores method, the stack also performed better

when using pages from the bottom region of the websites.

However, this gain was only marginal for the stack.

Figure 11 also shows the average computation times for

both techniques. These times encompass the time needed to

collect websites (pages and images), extract all features from

each page and image, perform page level classification using

the SVM ensemble, and finally the time necessary to perform

the site level classification. Looking at the computation

times, it is apparent that the maximum number of pages used

per website has the biggest impact on computation time. This

is understandable since the feature extractor must be applied

to every included page, and its images. The website sampling

region also impacts computation times, with deeper regions

taking somewhat longer. This is because sampling from

deeper regions, even when selecting a small value for n, still

requires knowing the entire site map for each website dur-

ing the collection phase. In contrast, the difference in

Fig. 10 Page scores’ accuracy using different thresholds, number of pages, and sampling regions

Fig. 11 Performance and computation times for different # of pages and sampling regions
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computation times between the page scores method and

stack classifier is minor.

The computation times have important implications for

determining the best site level classification technique and

parameter settings. For example, when using the stack

classifier, using all web pages from each site leads to an

overall accuracy of approximately 96%, but with an aver-

age classification time of 27 s per website. On the other

hand, using the top 10 pages per website takes 3 s on

average, but results in an overall accuracy of approxi-

mately 92% (a 4% decrease). Assuming equal importance

for computation time and accuracy, the ideal tradeoff

probably lies somewhere in the middle.

Table 9 shows the experimental results for the three best

parameter settings on the page scores method and stack

classifier. The table shows the overall accuracy and class

level F-measure, precision, and recall. In addition to pro-

viding enhanced overall accuracy, the stack classifier had

better class level precision and recall on the real and fake

OES sites. Hence, these classifiers were able to perform

fake website detection with lower false positive and false

negative rates than the page scores method.

6.1.1 Analysis of page scores method and stack classifier

(RQ4)

A pair wise t-test was conducted in order to compare the

performance of the stack classifier against the page scores

method. Only the page scores with t = 0.2 was compared

since it resulted in better performance than other score

threshold values. During the comparison, the maximum

number of pages per website and the sampling regions were

controlled. The stack classifier significantly outperformed

the page scores method (p-value \ 0.00001, n = 750).

6.1.2 Analysis of impact of number of page and sampling

region on performance (RQ5)

We conducted pair wise t-tests on the 50 bootstrap runs to

see whether the maximum number of pages per website

impacted classification performance (Table 10). During the

comparison, sampling regions and classification techniques

were controlled. After applying the Bonferroni correction,

p-values less than 0.005 were considered to be significant

at alpha = 0.05. Based on the t-test p-values, the best

results were attained when using p = 50 pages. The use of

p = 10 or p = 25 pages was significantly outperformed by

p = 50, p = 100, and p = all pages. Furthermore, p = 50

pages significantly outperformed p = all pages and had

better performance than p = 100 pages, but the difference

was not significant.

Table 11 shows the pair wise t-test results comparing

the classification performance for different sampling

regions. During the comparison, the maximum number of

pages per website and the classification techniques were

controlled. P-values less than 0.05 were considered statis-

tically significant. Based on the p-values, sampling region

significantly impacted site level classification performance.

Table 9 Performance results for different combinations of number of pages and sampling regions across 50 bootstrap runs

Technique All websites Real OES sites Fake OES sites

Accuracy F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall

Page scores Bot-10 93.34 89.51 84.88 94.67 95.12 97.60 92.78

Page scores Bot-25 92.97 88.83 84.75 93.33 94.87 97.01 92.81

Page scores Bot-50 92.57 88.20 84.14 92.67 94.58 96.71 92.53

Stack Bot-50 96.72 94.65 92.71 96.67 97.63 98.54 96.74

Stack Mid-50 96.60 94.44 92.63 96.33 97.55 98.40 96.72

Stack Top-50 96.60 94.43 92.90 96.00 97.55 98.26 96.86

Bold values indicate number of page/sampling region setting that attained the best results for that particular metric

Table 10 P-values for pair wise t-tests on number of pages per

website (n = 300)

# of Pages 25 50 100 All

Accuracy

10 \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

25 \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

50 0.02077 0.00049*

100 0.00678

F-measure–real OES

10 \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

25 \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

50 0.05621 \0.00001*

100 0.03438

F-measure–fake OES

10 \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

25 \0.00001* \0.00001* \0.00001*

50 0.01993* 0.00049*

100 0.00491*

* Result significant at alpha = 0.05
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The use of bottom pages significantly outperformed using

top and middle pages. Similarly, the use of middle pages

also outperformed top level pages.

Based on the experimental results, the ideal parameter

setting appears to be the use of 50 pages per website,

sampled from the bottom region. However, taking com-

putation time into consideration, using the top 50 pages

provides slightly worse performance with a considerably

lower computation time. Utilizing the top 50 pages per site

with the stack classifier leads to 96.6% accuracy with an

average computation time of 7.7 s per website. It is

important to note that a major factor impacting computa-

tion times is the size of the feature set employed. When

developing a fake website detection system, the size of the

feature set would also need to be considered, in addition to

the quantity of web pages and sampling region. The end

decision would likely depend on whether the system is

being run behind the scenes (in which case classification

performance might be the more important factor), or in

real-time, with end users awaiting the results (in which

case shorter computation times are crucial).

7 Conclusions

In this study, we evaluated the effectiveness of automated

approaches for fake OES website identification. To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first study to attempt to dif-

ferentiate legitimate escrow websites from fraudulent ones,

using automated classification procedures. Our study

involved evaluation of various features and techniques for

page and site level categorization of fraudulent escrow

sites. The results indicated that the use of the proposed

extended set of fraud cues coupled with an SVM ensemble

classifier was capable of effectively identifying fake OES

sites with 90% accuracy for page level classification.

Combining the SVM feature ensemble with a top-level

SVM classfier (i.e., stacking) enabled over 96% site level

classification performance. In addition to assessing the

feasibility of automated fake OES detection, our analysis

revealed several key findings. We observed that fake OES

‘‘fraud cues’’ are inherent in body text, HTML, URL, link,

and image features and that the use of a rich set of attri-

butes is important for attaining a high level of detection

accuracy. By using all five feature categories, our ability to

detect phony escrow web pages typically improved by

2–10% over the use of individual feature groups.

The findings from this research have important implica-

tions (and potential future research directions) for developers

of web security information systems as well as Internet users

engaging in online transactions. Knowledge of key ‘‘fraud

cues’’ discovered in this study can be disseminated across the

growing number of online resources and communities of

practice that have emerged pertaining to Internet fraud.

Additionally, we believe that fake OES detection systems

can also be embedded into these online resource sites as an

authentication mechanism, allowing Internet users to type in

an escrow site URL in order to verify its legitimacy before

transacting. Such a proactive authentication system would

greatly complement the existing online databases which

primarily offer retrospective support due to their reliance on

individuals reporting fraudulent websites. Another impor-

tant future direction could be the development of a browser

plug-in to help protect against fake escrow websites by

alerting Internet users. Current security toolbars only pro-

vide phishing filters for identifying spoof websites. In our

future research, we intend to explore the effectiveness of an

Internet browser toolbar for detecting fake escrow websites,

based on the approach evaluated in this study.
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